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Abstract

The article aims to answer the question of what does it mean to negotiate an ambiguous

peace  agreement,  especially  in  the  sense  of  a  peace  agreement  that  can  be  put  to  a

constructive and positive use. 

The view proposed here is that, first, the conflict of meanings/interpretations, to which

ambiguous  peace  agreement  gives  rise,  can  be  pertinently  theorized  as  a  conflict  of

beliefs; secondly, finding or constructing a universe of shared beliefs, i.e., theory-making,

by  the  parties  of  an  ambiguous  peace  agreement  provides  the  only  assurance  that

ambiguities will be eliminated in the most reasoned way. Thirdly, the parties to such an

agreement need to rely on normative structure of language in general, and on the principle

of  interpretive  charity  in  particular,  to  ensure  that  they  deal  reasonably  with  the

ambiguous aspects of the agreement. It is only within such, Rationalist/Discourse-Ethical

tripartite  perspective  that  one  can  recognize  a  dialogue-inviting,  and  also  conflict-

transforming and conflict-rationalizing, potential of ambiguous peace agreements. 

A  number  of  episodes  from  the  post-Dayton,  post-‘Good  Friday’,  and  post-Oslo  I

agreement bargaining processes are recounted here in order to illustrate and substantiate

the key steps of the argument.  Also, several practical  recommendations,  based on the

Rationalist/Discourse-Ethical  view,  are  suggested  to  the  parties  who aim seriously  to

upgrade an ambiguous peace. 
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Introduction 

A majority of peace scholars are probably aware that, sometimes, an armed conflict, or

a  severe  and  threatening  conflict  of  interests,  is  resolved  by  an  ambiguous  peace

agreement. Such peace agreements attract attention of both media reports and scholarly

literature; among the most prominent of the kind we find the following: Yalta Declaration

(Harriman, Abel 1975: 399), UN SC Resolution 242 (Lord Caradon 1974, 1981; Cohen

1981: 33),  Shanghai  Communiqué (Kissinger  1979:  783-4),  1993 Oslo Declaration of

Principles  between the  State  of  Israel  and the  PLO (Watson 2000:  105-131),  Dayton

Framework  for  Peace  in  Bosnia-Herzegovina  (Cousens  1997;  Glenny  2000:  651-2),

‘Good  Friday’  Agreement  for  Northern  Ireland  (FitzGerald  1999),  Rambouillet  Draft

Interim Agreement for Peace and Self-Government in Kosovo (Petritsch et al. 1999: 280-

1; Pehar 2005).   

By posing  the  claim that  a  peace  agreement,  or  proposal,  is  ambiguous,  a  media

reporter or a scholar normally intends to claim two things: first, the agreement contains

ambiguities in some of its key provisions (for a more detail on the concept of ambiguity,

Beardsley 1961: 41; Peng Su 1994; Pehar 2001); secondly,  the ambiguities enable the

parties to the agreement to interpret it in different, often irreconcilable ways. Hence, a

reporter or a scholar normally suggests as well that an ambiguous peace agreement is not

a real agreement – it is only a temporary respite for the parties, a device that transforms a

conflict  of  arms  into  a  conflict  of  interpretations,  a  paper  that  continues  to  generate

conflict and breed further animosity between the parties, or a ‘sand-paper’ as Madeleine

Albright qualified ambiguous 1993 Oslo peace accords between the PLO and the State of

Israel (Financial Times, 7 May 1998, 14). 

Some  scholars  or  analysts  tend  to  add  further,  more  serious  claims  to  the  three

aforementioned ones. For instance,  some scholars claim that  deception is the ultimate

motive  behind the ambiguities  of  a  peace  agreement  (Bishara 2001:  50-1),  and some

could claim that an ambiguous peace is made ambiguous for no other purpose than to

empower a third party to intervene into the conflict of interpretations under the clout of

the ultimate interpretive authority (as explained in Pehar 2005: 166). In other words, such

more serious claims seem to imply two inter-related theses: 1. ambiguity is bad for peace-

making; it is like an adulterated gold to the pure kinds of peace-making (Klieman 1999:

18-19);  2.  ambiguities  in  peace  agreements  introduce power-related  considerations,  or
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power-factor (in the sense of ‘the capacity to interfere with the others’ choices on an

arbitrary basis,’ as argued by Pettit 1999: 52-66), as the key determinant of inter-party

relations  throughout  the  process  of  both  interpretation  and  implementation  of  an

ambiguous peace (Kelman 1998: 37-8). The latter claim thus normally implies that, when

faced  with  the  conflict  of  interpretations  generated  by  the  ambiguities  of  a  peace

agreement,  either  the  parties  themselves,  or  the  external  agents  or  simply  the  parties

concerned such as intermediaries or mediators, will start considering the power-factor as

the  only  means  that  can,  and  will,  bring  an  end  to  the  disagreement  generated  by

ambiguities of a peace agreement. 

More specifically, such a view holds that a sheer power, that includes, for instance,

position,  status,  prestige,  military  or  economic  strength,  but  excludes  the  power  of

persuasion or rational argumentation, must be of critical and decisive importance in the

situation when the conflict between interpretations of a document appears to deprive the

document  of its  legitimacy and/or its  capacity to bind the parties.  In such a view, to

negotiate an ambiguous peace agreement means to negotiate a device that enables the

parties to continue the war by other means and that, in subtle and usually hidden ways,

makes sure that the power-factor, and not the text of the agreement itself, determines who

will turn out to make the winning, and who the losing, party to the process of interpretive

conflict. 

The two preceding paragraphs chart the core of the Realist perspective on ambiguous

peace agreements (Morgenthau 1956: 405, among many others). For a number of reasons,

Realist  perspective on ambiguous peace agreements is  flawed; here I  am not offering

those reasons as I already dealt  with the perspective at some length elsewhere (Pehar

2005). It will suffice to emphasize that, for instance, the attribution of ambiguity to a

sentence,  word,  text,  or  a  document,  is  strictly  incompatible  with  the  attribution  of

deceptiveness to the same sentence,  word, text,  or document.  The former implies that

conflicting interpretations are equally legitimate, or viable, whereas the latter implies that

one  interpretation  is  more  legitimate,  or  viable,  than  the  other(s).  Also,  the  Realist

reliance  on  the  power-factor  implies  the  attribution  of  sub-optimal  rationality  to  the

parties to interpretive conflict at least in the sense that they are inadequately viewed as

principally unable to free themselves from war-focused considerations, and/or unable to

endorse the logic of dialogue and constructive problem-solving that even an ambiguous

peace agreement, one that breeds the conflict of interpretations, seems to require. 
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Another answer to the question ‘what does it mean to negotiate an ambiguous peace

agreement?’ may be put as follows. As an ambiguous agreement is one that generates a

conflict of interpretations, the primary problem for the parties to such an agreement is to

find the way to constrain and resolve the interpretive conflict by peaceful means. One

such way is already available to us in the form of the international law of interpretation as

embodied  in  Articles  31  and  32  of  the  Vienna  Convention  on  the  Law  of  Treaties

(available from http://www.un.org/law/ilc/texts/treaties.htm). In other words, all that the

parties  are  required  and  advised  to  do  is  to  apply  the  31  and  32  to  the  conflict  of

interpretations,  to,  so  to  speak,  submit  their  interpretive  conflict  to  the  rules  of

interpretation with the force of law, according to the 31 and 32. This means that the

answer  to  the  question  of  the  meaning  of  the  negotiating  of  an  ambiguous  peace

agreement may be put as follows: to negotiate  an ambiguous peace agreement means

simply to negotiate a temporarily unknown construction that will be further developed, or

revealed,  through  the  application  of  the  international  law  of  interpretation.  Such  an

approach to  ambiguous  peace  agreements,  which  may be conveniently  labeled  as  the

Legal approach, could claim for itself also the merit that it does not consider ambiguous

agreements as opening necessarily the doors to the introduction of power-factor or power

struggle – the Legal approach insists on the resolution of interpretive disagreement by

peaceful and internationally recognized means. However, in my opinion, which I have

stated  and substantiated  elsewhere  (Pehar  2006),  the  Legal  approach  is  not  plausible

either. In brief, the 31 and 32 are themselves ambiguous and open to interpretation, which

means  that  it  remains  unclear  what  should  a  benevolent  and  law-guided  interpreter

exactly apply to the conflict of interpretations to deliver an unambiguous and universally

binding interpretive result.

Here I aim to present a third view. In the third view, the potential of ambiguous peace

agreements to generate a conflict of interpretations is recognized too. However, once we

get a clear  view of the exact nature of the conflict,  we are also likely to realize that

ambiguous peace agreements, in a specific sense, contain a vast potential to rationalize

the conflict  between the  parties  to  such agreements,  as  I  explain  in  the  first  section;

furthermore,  we  are  likely  to  grasp  the  exact  sense  in  which  the  parties  to  such

agreements should remain within the medium of language throughout the process of both

interpretation and implementation of an ambiguous peace, as well as to understand how a

normative structure of language itself may provide some guidelines as to the goal and

direction of the parties’ interpretive endeavors, the view I argue for in the second section.
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Hence, the perspective proposed here may be conveniently labeled as Rationalist (in the

sense of Wight 1991) and, broadly speaking, Discourse-Ethical (Habermas 1983; Risse

2000; Pettit 2001: 67-72). Additionally, it is only within the Rationalist and Discourse-

Ethical view that one can get at least some grasp of the sense in which the negotiating of

an ambiguous peace agreement involves the negotiating of a structure that can be put to a

constructive and positive use, and theorized as an invitation to a promising dialogue. 

Ambiguity and the role of beliefs and principles 

One  should  start  a  constructive  analysis  of  ambiguous  peace  agreements  by

recognizing that, in social, political, or ethical setting, ambiguity is often related to the

situation of moral dilemma (Wong 1992), that is, the situation of a seeming conflict of

moral  principles  that  usually carry a significant  political  weight.  In fact,  ambiguity is

often produced or generated as a response to the situation of moral dilemma. It is not

difficult to understand why an ambiguous response to the conflict of moral principles is a

necessity.  To the situation when some moral principles seem to lead to conflicting,  or

irreconcilable, results, ambiguity responds by avoiding the violation of the principles in

question as well as by avoiding their unambiguous confirmation (Bavelas et. al 1990). 

We have many examples of such a role of ambiguous language. Some come from the

rich tradition of casuistry (Jonsen, Toulmin 1988). For instance, there is a famous story

concerning a priest hosting in his house a friar who, despite his innocence, is chased by

state authorities who want to prosecute, and probably torture, him for practicing allegedly

a religion forbidden by the state. Imagine that a police officer comes to the house of the

priest and asks him about the whereabouts of the friar. The priest can either lie to save an

innocent life, or speak truth. In other words, two moral principles seem to lead to two

irreconcilable results in the given situation. However, in one story, the priest answers by

an ambiguous Latin sentence ‘non est hic’ which can mean both ‘the friar is not here’ and

‘the friar does not dine here’ (Jonsen, Toulmin 1988: 197-200; Zagorin 1996: 898-9). As

the sentence is ambiguous, and can be interpreted in two different ways, the priest has

somehow managed to avoid the moral dilemma as his utterance can be interpreted both as

true and as not contributing to the arrest, and perhaps torture, of the innocent friar. 

There are many similar  real-world examples,  for instance,  in the case when a boy

needs  to  respond  politely  to  his  girlfriend’s  question  if  he  likes  her  very  tastelessly

colored hair. A creative and polite boy will normally manage to avoid both telling a lie
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and saying something that could humiliate,  or harm, or sadden his girlfriend. In other

words, many expressions of politeness that take the form of ambiguity take such a form

because the polite speaker aims to avoid the situation in which implementation of one

moral principle is secured by violation of another (Brown, Levinson 1978). 

Both preceding paragraphs suggest that sometimes ambiguity is not optional; it seems

to be objectively required, or imposed on a party by moral demands of the situation in

which s/he finds himself or herself. This means that, frequently enough, ambiguity is not

produced  for  some  strategic,  or  ulterior  motive;  it  is  produced  because  the  producer

sensed, or figured out, that ambiguity is the best or the most prudent response to a given

situation  of  moral  dilemma.  Additionally,  this  can  help  one  explain  one  simple  and

obvious  fact  concerning  ambiguous  peace  agreements:  many  such  agreements  are

produced as a response to a seeming conflict of moral principles, and such conflict can

help one understand and elucidate both the nature and purpose of ambiguities of a peace

agreement. For example, the UN SC Resolution 242 is ambiguous because its preamble

refers to two basic moral-legal principles that, in the aftermath of the 1967 war between

the State of Israel and the Arab countries, both the parties and the intermediaries found

difficult  to  reconcile:  the  principle  of  illegality  of  altering  inter-state,  or  inter-entity,

boundaries by the use of armed force; and the principle of the right of a country, or an

entity, to exist within secure, negotiated, and internationally recognized borders free from

the threats and acts of force. In the light of the first principle, the 242 requires that the

Israeli Army withdraw from all the territories occupied in the course of the 6-day war. In

the light of the second principle, the 242 considers at least some portion of the occupied

territories as a legitimate subject of post-1967 negotiations between the State of Israel and

the  Arab  countries  concerned  (Lord  Caradon  1974  and  1981).  Similar  conflict  of

principles explains the ambiguous aspects of the Dayton Framework for Peace in Bosnia-

Herzegovina (for instance, Kunic 1997: 26-7), of ‘Good Friday’ Agreement for Northern

Ireland (see The Economist, 18 April 1998: 11), of the 1993 Declaration of Principles

signed  by the  State  of  Israel  and  the  Palestinian  representatives,  and  of  Rambouillet

Interim Agreement for Peace and Self-Government in Kosovo.

As moral,  legal  and political  principles  are in fact  a kind of beliefs that  we deem

fundamental, or very weighty, the aforementioned aspect of ambiguous peace agreements

indicates that the conflict  of interpretations and meanings, generated by an ambiguous

peace agreement, is necessarily related to the conflict of beliefs. Hence, the conflict of

super-weighty moral beliefs explains the production of a verbal, or written, pattern that is
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ambiguous, i.e. open to conflicting interpretations or conflicting attributions of meaning.

Moreover, the thesis, that the conflict of interpretations of an ambiguous peace agreement

necessarily entails a conflict of beliefs concerning the topics of such agreement, can be

presented in another way. 

Donald Davidson, one of the most  influential  philosophers of language of the 20th

century, argued plausibly that the attributions of meanings and the attributions of beliefs

are necessarily intertwined (Davidson 1984: 27, 136-7, 152-3, 168). He explained such

intertwining by drawing on the thesis of holistic and charitable nature of the interpretation

of language. What does it exactly mean? Imagine that Carlos says that he saw a spider in

the corner of a Tom’s bedroom. One cannot attribute the specific meaning to Carlos’

sentence without attributing to him a large number of beliefs concerning spiders, Tom,

and bedrooms.  As  Davidson emphasized,  Carlos  could  not  mean  the  meaning  of  the

sentence without holding a mass of beliefs, including the beliefs that spiders are animals,

that  they  are  self-locomoting,  that  bedroom is  a  part  of  a  house  or  flat,  that  people

normally sleep in bedrooms, that spiders spin webs, etc. etc (Davidson 1999a: 32). Or,

imagine another example. One needs to interpret the following sentence uttered by John:

“I feel butterflies in my stomach.” ‘Butterflies’ in this context normally means only that

John feels  tremors  in  his  stomach,  and that  he feels  nervous about  a  state  of  affairs.

However,  this  implies  a  fund of  beliefs  concerning  John both  as  a  speaker  and as  a

person: first, he is interpreted as a normal, competent speaker of English language who

learned an idiomatic expression and recognized the situation in which he can pertinently

use such an expression. Imagine now that one justifiably holds a different fund of beliefs

concerning John; for instance, John is psychotic, he really beliefs that butterflies fly in his

stomach, and his utterance of the expression does not seem related in any orderly fashion

to the alterations of his environment. On the assumption of one’s readiness to hold such a

fund of beliefs concerning John, the character of one’s attribution of meanings to John’s

sentence is drastically altered (a similar example in Davidson 1982: 257). 

Davidson explains such correlations in attributions of meanings and those of beliefs by

the holistic and charitable nature of the human interpretation of language. First, we tend

to attribute meanings and beliefs that stand behind one’s utterance, or a set of utterances,

en masse,  that  is,  in  clusters  of  meanings  and beliefs.  Our meaning X depends on a

number of further meanings and beliefs concerning X. One cannot recognize that Tom’s

sentence carries a specific meaning about X without at the same time recognizing that

Tom holds a number of logical and rationally ordered beliefs about X. Secondly, we can
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successfully attribute a meaning to some utterance only if we, as the interpreters, share

with the interpretee  a fund of beliefs  concerning the theme of the utterance.  In other

words, as interpreters, we tend to operate on the basis of the principle of charity (the basic

presentation  of  the  principle  in  Davidson  1999b  and  Evnine  1991:  101-114;  for

anthropological foundations of the principle, Burling 2005: 71-84): our interpretations of

the interpretee’s language start and evolve on the assumption that his, or her, language

makes sense, which means that s/he makes sense, and that s/he tends, on the one hand, to

produce overall  true beliefs and, on the other,  to identify and express logically sound

connections between beliefs, in the light of our standards. Hence, the conflict between

attributions of meaning is necessarily underlined by the conflict between attributions of

belief, and in the situation where two parties hold irreconcilable beliefs concerning a topic

of a pattern of language the two will necessarily attribute irreconcilable meanings to the

pattern of language as well. 

Taken together, Davidson’s thesis on holistic and charitable nature of interpretation

and  the  recognition  of  the  crucial  importance  of  a  conflict  of  moral  principles  for

identification  and  recognition  of  ambiguity  within  a  peace  agreement  support  the

following view of the nature of the conflict  of interpretations of an ambiguous peace

agreement: If an agreement stipulates that “Due to the principles P, R, S…the parties a, b,

c…undertake  to  perform the actions  x,  y,  z…in the conditions  α,  β,  γ…,” and if  the

parties to the agreement hold conflicting beliefs concerning P, R, S, or x, y, z, or α, β, γ,

and if one cannot decide between those beliefs on a reasonable basis, THEN the parties

will  rightfully  attribute  conflicting  and  irreconcilable  meanings/interpretations  to  the

agreement, and one will have to endorse, on a reasonable basis, the conclusion that the

agreement contains a critical ambiguity (the core idea already expressed in paragraph 242

in Wittgenstein 1953: 88). An important corollary of the previous proposition reads that,

if one recognizes an ambiguity in a peace agreement and is ready to endorse the claim

that the conflict of interpretations generated by the ambiguity is pertinent and legitimate,

then one is thereby committed to unmasking, spelling out, and specifying the beliefs that

justify and sustain the conflict of interpretations. 

Armed with the thesis  on the conflict  of  beliefs,  and on the necessary connection

between the conflict of beliefs and the conflict of meanings/interpretations, we are likely

to illuminate some phenomena from the real world of confrontations between different

interpretations of an ambiguous peace agreement. Here I offer two examples, one from
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the world of interpretation of the Dayton Framework for Peace in Bosnia-Herzegovina,

and one from the Israeli-Palestinian conflict of interpretations of the Oslo agreement(s). 

In  arguing  that  the  key  provisions  of  the  Dayton  Constitution  for  Bosnia  and

Herzegovina,  as a part  of the Dayton Peace Agreement,  are ambiguous (i.e.  that they

partially  support  two equally  possible  but  incompatible  interpretations),  one  basically

claims that we have a set of constitutional provisions that can be interpreted in at least

two different ways, and a set of common elements, including the entire text of the Dayton

Constitution and the context of its adoption; these elements can be organised in different

ways so as to yield, or provide support for, different meanings. The key notion here is

‘organisation’ which depends on the beliefs held by the parties arguing for their own, and

contesting each other’s,  interpretation.  As to  the Dayton framework,  we have a vivid

illustration of such interpretive contest as played out by two professors of international

law, one of the Serb and one of the Bosniac ethnic origin I will call K and T respectively

(Kunic, Trnka 1998). 

For  instance,  K and  T  have  different  ideas  about  whether  all  Bosnian  car-drivers

should have a licence-plate of common coding and appearance with no reference to the

actual venue of car-registration. This disagreement is based on their disagreement over

the meaning of the key provisions of the Dayton Constitution. At the first level, they have

different and incompatible beliefs about the nature of the Bosnian state under Dayton. T

claims that Bosnia is a sovereign state which simply reorganised itself internally by the

Dayton Constitution. Entities do exist, but they do not appear in the concept of Bosnia’s

international personality. Bosnia is a federation in which its territorial units do not enjoy

the privileges of state-sovereignty. At the moment those units are responsible for police

and  military  matters.  Bosnia  has  no  centrally  run  army,  but  the  Dayton  Constitution

contains  a  nucleus  (the  Presidency and  its  Standing  Committee  for  Military  Matters)

needed for the establishment of a joint army at least in the distant future. 

K’s meanings/beliefs are different. K claims that Bosnia is a sui generis association of

two entities;  both entities  are states  but  with a  (self-)limited  sovereignty.  Bosnia is  a

product of an international agreement between the two entities and that agreement was

itself based on acceptance of the actual state of affairs in the aftermath of the Bosnian

war.  ‘Money’  and  ‘sword’,  i.e.  the  financial  and  the  military  power,  the  key

characteristics of every state, are, under Dayton, held by entities. Therefore, according to

K, Bosnia is a state but with strong con-federal elements. The principle of a balanced,

entity-based, ethnic participation is the key organising principle of the central Bosnian
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institutions,  including  the  Presidency,  the  Council  of  Ministers,  the  Parliamentary

Assembly,  which implies that Bosnia is organised as a confederation of two ethnically

based states. 

When applied to the key issue of the division of powers between the entity and the

state level, disagreement between K and T should be categorised as radical and founded

on the conflict of moral-political principles. As K, committed primarily to the principle of

national  self-determination,  sees  the  key  powers  as  located  in  the  entities  that  have

already agreed on a number of powers to be exercised at the state-level, he would oppose

any transfer of additional powers to the state-level without the express consent of the

entities. As T, who is committed to the principle of national consensus and equality, sees

the key powers at the state-level as already wider than the powers explicitly allocated to

the state-level by the constitutional provision directly concerned with the central state-

level powers, he sees no obstacle to a further expansion of the state-level powers with the

aim of  further  strengthening the  Bosnian  international  sovereignty.  K sees  this  as  an

intrusion,  a  trespass,  an  infringement  of  one’s  liberties  and  a  symbolic  act  of  the

continuation of war. 

But, the above beliefs are only the first layer. It is clear that the disagreement between

K and T must  rely on a number  of further unspoken, as well  as spoken,  beliefs.  For

instance, it is clear that their beliefs on the right of national self-determination must differ

drastically.  Furthermore,  K and T provide different  historical  analogies  as appropriate

precedents  for  the Bosnian  state.  T  claims  that  the analogy with  the former  Socialist

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia is adequate and that Bosnia under Dayton looks like a

small version of the former Yugoslavia.  K does not accept such an analogy primarily

because republics of the former Yugoslavia did not have their own military forces. K also

claims that Bosnia was never a unified, or unitary, state. T says that such a claim casts

doubt on K’s elementary knowledge of history. Finally, their disagreement also concerns

the issue of legal interpretation. T claims K’s interpretation is restrictive or insufficiently

holistic.  K claims  his  interpretation  is  nothing but  literal,  but  admits  that  the  Dayton

Constitution does not explicitly define Bosnia as an association/union of entities,  and

hence that he provides an interpretation by a ‘material implication’ (whatever this means).

It needs to be emphasised here that some of both K’s and T’s beliefs are obviously

metaphorical  and  can  be  only  understood  if  one  treats  those  beliefs  as  complex

metaphorical  models  used  to  cognitively  manage  the  complexity  of  the  Dayton

Constitution for Bosnia. K imagines today’s Bosnia as a static and constructed association
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of two parts coming into being at a single point in time by a conscious, interest-driven,

and reversible decision by those parts. The association serves primarily the purpose of

preserving  the  distinct  and  separate  identity  of  the  members  of  the  association.  T,

however, imagines today’s Bosnia as a self-contained organism that existed before the

war,  went through the war and then flexibly re-composed itself  to respond to certain

problems and strains. In T’s mind, Bosnia gave up certain powers and transferred them to

what  it  provisionally  and  temporarily  defined as  its  parts  to  get  through a  period  of

turbulence. T’s Bosnia is represented as dynamic, flexible, and in principle homogenous

organism.   

Similar  disagreement in meanings attributed to a document,  a disagreement resting

fundamentally  on  a  difference  in  the  key  (political,  historical,  ethical,  interpretation-

related…) beliefs that form clusters one could rightfully call ‘theories’, can be found in

descriptions  of  the  post-Oslo  developments  involving  Israeli  and  Palestinian

representatives.  It  will  suffice  here  to  underline  Uri  Savir’s  claims  concerning  the

opposed Israeli and Palestinian interpretations of the Oslo Accords (Savir 1998: 98-9).

Savir claims that Israel’s interpretation of the Oslo Accords was literal and legalistic, and

more  importantly,  driven  by  security-related  considerations.  The  Palestinian

interpretation, on the other hand, was driven by political considerations. This distinction

is again  one of  beliefs.  The Israeli  side believed that  its  security  interest  is  the most

important  factor,  and that  it  implies  full  control  over  the issues  that  could  affect  the

security of Israel as defined in purely military terms. That is why Israel preferred a slow,

piecemeal,  gradual  and  fully  controlled  transfer  of  authority  to  the  Palestinian  side.

Basically, it treated the Palestinian partner as a growing and unreliable infant who needs

to be checked every so often and taught how to manage its affairs without implying a

threat  to  Israel.  The  Palestinian  side  held  different  beliefs.  It  believed  that  the  Oslo

Accords form a nucleus of a Palestinian state, a state in the making, in accordance with

the right of national self-determination, and that this implies both its freedom to control

its borders, or waive its flag, and its right to be treated as Israel’s equal. Accordingly, the

Palestinian  side  emphasised  the  political  provisions  of  the  Declaration  of  Principles,

whereas  the Israeli  side  emphasised  the  security-related  parts  of  the  document,  as  Y.

Rabin himself openly admitted in August 1993 (Dajani 1994: 21).   

In sum, the thesis of the conflict of interpretations as a conflict of beliefs brings us to

the  point  where  we can  understand  the  sense  in  which  ambiguous  peace  agreements

contain  a  sound  potential  for  rationalizing  the  relations  between  the  parties  to  such
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agreements.  If  one  needs  to  spell  out  the  cluster  of  beliefs  that  motivate  one’s

interpretation of a peace agreement,  and to demonstrate plausibly that one’s cluster is

superior to alternative clusters, then the attitude one needs to take to an ambiguous peace

agreement is one of a theory-maker. To demonstrate that a cluster of beliefs is superior to

alternative clusters, in the situation when all the clusters seem to stand in balance, one

needs to reframe, or rephrase, one’s beliefs, or to identify some further beliefs that falsify

the  beliefs  from  the  alternative  clusters.  Or,  to  prove  that  there  may  be  a  third

interpretation, one that is more plausible than the alternatives proposed thus far, one again

needs  to  identify  or  construct  the  cluster  of  beliefs  that  is  more  plausible  than  the

alternative clusters. In both cases, one’s performance will be normally measured by the

degree of adherence to widely recognized epistemological and logical standards. In both

cases one’s performance is bound to be essentially both dialogical and argumentative.  

It is in the light of such a perspective that one can stick to the fact that the interpreters

of an ambiguous agreement propose some rational ways of reading such agreement. The

interpreters aspire to be the authors of another unambiguous document that proposes a set

of  the  most  plausible  reasons  that  ensure  a  logical  or  rational  transition  from  the

ambiguous agreement that is open to conflicting interpretations to a novel document that

narrows the space for interpretive disagreement. In other words, the interpreter needs to

act primarily as a scholar addressing a community of scholars, a scholar investing all his

knowledge and creativity into production of another book, one that provides authoritative,

compelling, and reasoned version of the document the meanings of which were contested

and justifiably deemed unsettled.

To take such a perspective on ambiguous peace agreements means to view ambiguity

itself  as a reason-supported,  not  as a ‘free-floating’  or arbitrary,  pattern.  Namely,  the

attribution of ambiguity to a pattern of language, that is, identification of a pattern as an

ambiguous one, is premised on a number of reasons; one cannot simply decide, on an

arbitrary basis, to consider a document as ambiguous one. Hence, we need one set of

reasons  to  support  one  of  the  conflicting  interpretations,  and  another  set  to  support

another one. The sets must not contain ambiguities; otherwise it remains unclear why one

should hold that the ambiguity is open to exactly the interpretations. Perhaps needless to

say, the interpretations themselves need to be spelled out unambiguously and in a public

way. But, the attribution of ambiguity requires another thing. One needs to demonstrate

that the alternative interpretations are equally plausible, which means that one needs to

demonstrate that the reasons proposed in support of an interpretation are neither weaker
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nor stronger than the reasons proposed in support of alternative interpretations. Again,

this needs to be demonstrated both publicly and in unambiguous terms. 

To  escape  from such  a  deadlock  of  reasons,  one  may  take  two  routes.  Either  by

demonstrating, through an additional set of reasons, that one set of reasons is weaker, or

stronger; or by demonstrating, again through an additional set of reasons, that a ‘third’, a

newly discovered interpretation is more plausible than all those that have already been

offered (this claim implies a specific perspective on the so-called ‘incommensurability

thesis’  for which see Gaus 2003: 31-40).  In either  case,  the interpreter  needs to give

reasons; s/he needs to answer the question ‘why.’ Hence, the role s/he needs to act is one

of a theorist who aims to satisfy fully the requirements of rationality that all our beliefs

are  anyway  supposed  to  satisfy.  S/he  will  act  prudently  only  if  she  adheres  to  the

rational/dialogical game of reason-seeking and reason-giving, of motivating the others to

accept a claim by the force-less force of better argument. Of course, there may always be

some disagreement concerning the question of whether s/he answered the why-question

plausibly or not; but, it only means that there are equally strong reasons in support of the

claim that s/he answered the question, and of the claim that s/he has not. However, being

in violation of the principle of bivalence, this also means that the rational debate and the

search for further reasons need to continue unabated.             

Normative structure of language as a check on ambiguous peace agreements                     

To  believe  in  a  normative  structure  of  language  means  to  believe  that  the  use  of

language as such implies a commitment to perform in accordance with some values or

norms. According to such a view, the use of language is not value-neutral,  or merely

instrumental in the sense that language may be used both for good and evil ends – the use

of language is value-laden, which means that one cannot become the user of language

without committing himself to a number of values that, for all the users of language, have

the status of normative guidelines, moral principles, or virtues worth striving for. 

Roughly speaking, there are at least three aspects of verbal behavior that cannot be

pertinently described without the reference to normative guidelines or ethical values that

sustain  such  aspects.  First,  the  user  of  language  needs  to  prefer  truth-telling  to  an

intentional misrepresentation of the facts. Secondly, the user of language needs to prefer a

sincere expression of his or her mental states to a deceptive verbal representation of such
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states (Lewis 1974; Williams 2002: esp. 41-5). Thirdly,  the user of language needs to

prefer the fulfillment of the commitments he undertakes verbally,  or in writing, to the

failure to fulfill such commitments (Searle 1972; Žagar 1991). Again roughly speaking,

the first and the second normative aspect of the use of language are primarily related to

the demands of communication within a community of the users of language; the third

aspect is primarily related to the demands of coordination of actions within a community

of the users of language.

The three aspects depend on the existence of language as a common code within a

community; in other words, language as used within a community needs to provide for a

rich supply of words, a rich vocabulary, so that an individual user of language can rely on

such a supply to meet the ethical requirements of truth-telling, sincerity and commitment-

fulfillment. However, this does not exclude the possibility of an individual intervention

into the code in the sense that, due to some lack or shortage of the code, an individual

user  of language proposes  some novel  elements,  or some novel  semantic  connections

between the existing elements, to be introduced into the given code. For instance, such

innovator of language may propose a metaphor to enrich and widen the existing capacities

of the code, or language. The pertinence and worth of such individual intervention will

depend fully on the reasons one could adduce to ensure justifiability of such intervention.

Such aspect of the use of language, which is more individual-oriented, requires another

ethical  value,  the  value  of  responsibility  in  the  very  precise  sense  that,  whenever

appropriate, an individual is able and willing to respond to the call to give reasons by

giving reasons as  best  as  s/he can (or  to  ‘redeem his  inferential  entitlements,’  in  the

vocabulary of Brandom 2000: 45-77).

Of course, as already mentioned, there may be a situation of the deadlock of reasons:

two  clusters  of  reasons  supporting  equally  two  mutually  incompatible  claims  or

interpretations. However, such a situation simply means that one is required to continue

searching for additional reasons. One cannot remain trapped in such a deadlock because it

is an impossible situation. More importantly, the search for further reasons involves the

concept  of discourse-friendly influence.  Throughout  the search,  one is  not  allowed to

exercise discourse-unfriendly influence on the others (Pettit 2001: 67-72, and 2004: 77-8).

This simply means that, as a part of further reason-giving, the space of argumentation

may be closed in an arbitrary or in a non-arbitrary fashion; while the former is valued

negatively,  the latter  is  valued positively.  Therefore,  the concept  of discourse-friendly

influence excludes all the attempts to close a debate by something that only appears to be
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a reason, but in reality is not. For instance, one can attempt to close a debate by a number

of quasi-claims that include the following: 

1. All claims will anyway be open to further interpretation; hence, we should endorse

claim B.

2. It is self-evident that we should endorse B; hence, those who question, or refuse B, are

either blind or abnormal. 

3. We are running short of time; hence, we should throw dice to determine which claim to

endorse. 

4. The people expect from us to endorse the claim B; hence we should endorse B. 

5. We are all fallible and imperfect, which implies that, no matter which claim we endorse

now, it will turn out later that we were wrong; hence, we may as well endorse B. 

6. The group of interpreters is in our state defined as the ultimate interpreter; hence, we

are not supposed to question, or decline, the claim they endorse…

All such claims aim to close the space of argumentation in an arbitrary fashion. Therefore

the discourse-ethics of reason-giving advises us to prevent such formulas from entering

the game of reason-seeking and reason-giving (a similar point in McDowell 1998: 62-5).  

There is one ethical value underlying to all the aforementioned values; this is the value

of shared language supported by a shared fund of beliefs.  It makes no sense to value

positively  the  requirements  of  truth-telling,  sincerity,  commitment-fulfillment,  and

reason-giving, without valuing positively the requirement of a shared language supported

by a  shared  fund of  beliefs.  We prefer  truth-telling  to  misrepresentation  because  the

community of the users of language requires a fund of beliefs concerning the external

world that deserve to be shared and that, if shared, contribute to some fundamental public

good  such  as  economic,  political,  environmental  or  cultural  sustainability;  the  same

applies to the second and the third aspect that deal with the internal world and the world

of  actions  respectively;  and  we  prefer  reason-giving  to  arbitrary  claims  because  the

reason-giving aims to recover a shared language by showing how an existing fund of

shared beliefs may be enlarged.   

How does such normative structure of language relate to the notion of ambiguity? In

the view proposed here, the normative structure of language serves well as a check on

ambiguity,  and  for  that  very  reason  it  serves  well  as  a  check  on  ambiguous  peace

agreements too. 
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First  of  all,  as  already  mentioned,  the  attribution  and  identification  of  ambiguity

depend on a number of non-ambiguities. One needs to supply unambiguously phrased

interpretations,  unambiguously  phrased  reasons  in  support  of  interpretations,  and  an

unambiguous narrative on the relationship between such reasons, to substantiate the claim

that a pattern of language is indeed an ambiguity. This implies that ambiguities supervene

on non-ambiguities, and that non-ambiguities prevail over ambiguities. Hence, ambiguity

is  an aberration,  a  problem,  something that cannot  occur  frequently,  and that,  once it

occurs, should be resolved, or disambiguated (this is opposed to the bulk of postmodernist

theorizing on ambiguity as exemplified by Fish 1980: 281-4). In other words, the very

attribution of ambiguity is possible only on the basis of a widely shared fund of both

meanings  and  beliefs  expressed  and  attested  publicly.  Furthermore,  as  it  depends  on

plausible reasons, plausible interpretations, and a plausible wider narrative, it does not

violate, but confirms the normative structure of language. 

Once identified, ambiguity can be portrayed only as a problem that requires a solution.

Most importantly, to portray it as a problem means to take two attitudes. First, it means to

view  ambiguity  as  something  that  threatens  to  split  one  language  into  at  least  two.

Secondly, it means for one to ascend to a meta-level in the sense of using a second-order

language to address the issues posed by a first-order language. This means that the very

identification  of ambiguity,  and a public  recognition  of  it,  implies  the requirement  to

describe and scrutinize in unambiguous terms the aforementioned threat and remove it by

a further, essentially dialogical, use of unambiguous meta-language. Hence, throughout

the process of our dealing with ambiguity, the normative structure of language serves as a

check on ambiguities in general, and on ambiguous agreements in particular, and it is

only  in  the  light  of  such structure  that  ambiguity  can  be  identified,  categorized  as  a

problem, and scrutinized publicly. 

Finally,  the  resolution  of  ambiguity  is  premised  on  the  assumption  that  a  shared

language may be recovered. The threat of destabilization of the meanings of language, the

threat of the possibility that language starts carrying not one, but several incompatible

meanings, can be removed only if one succeeds to provide for a fund of beliefs that are

worthy  of  sharing  and  that  both  restore  and  renew one  shared  language.  Again,  the

normative structure of language serves as a check on ambiguous peace agreements. Last

but not least, the normative structure of language must check such agreements for one

particular reason. If a peace agreement is a commitment-undertaking, or promise-giving

device, it needs to speak in a single voice; hence, it needs to draw on a fund of shared and
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plausible beliefs that enable the parties to be clear and confident about the commitments

they have undertaken as well as about the fact that those commitments are and remain

worthy of undertaking. 

Now,  on  the  basis  of  the  normative  structure’s  ability  to  serve  as  a  check  on

ambiguous  peace  agreements,  what  advice  could  one  offer  to  the  parties  to  such

agreements,  or  to  a  mediator,  or  facilitator,  whose  task  is  to  assist  the  process  of

implementation of such agreements? 

To start with, one could offer a negative advice: do not respond, and do not relate, to

such agreements in a depressive, or a dismissive mood. In other words, such agreements

should not be met with a suspicion that they cannot work because their key provisions

contain a critical ambiguity. One should not emulate the strategy of, for example, Nasser

who claimed that to negotiate on the basis of the UN SC Resolution 242 means to enter a

dark tunnel with no exit (Riad 1981: 65-75). One has all the reasons one needs to retain

and  sustain  the  spirit  of  optimism while  working  on  an  ambiguous  peace  agreement

mainly for the following two reasons: first,  nothing in an ambiguous peace agreement

indicates that, following identification of an ambiguity, a further use of language, aimed

at  exploring  and resolving the  problem,  will  not  pay off.  Secondly,  as  the  normative

structure  of  language  serves  as  a  check  on  ambiguous  peace  agreements,  there  is

something which indicates  that a further use of language will  pay off, and that one’s

constructive theoretical work on the ambiguities of the peace agreement will be pursued

within  the  medium  of  universally  shared  standards  that  sustain  a  fair  and  impartial

environment for the pursuit of such work. Hence, one could offer a positive advice as well

to those engaged in the process of implementation of an ambiguous peace: keep your

focus  on  the  normative  structure  of  language  and  let  it  assist  you  in  all  the  critical

junctures of your dealing with the phenomenon of ambiguity. 

Another advice one needs to offer to the parties, or the mediators, is as follows: the

interpretive  work  on  ambiguities  of  a  peace  agreement  should  not  be  taken  as  an

exclusive job of a particular agency, or a particular agent. Plausible interpretation depends

on plausible reasons, and there is no way for one to tell in advance which agent, or which

agency, is most likely to secure a supply of such plausible reasons. As emphasized, the

normative  structure  of  language  is  both  universally  shared  and  impartial;  hence,  no

particular agent, or a party, should enjoy the status of a body that delivers an interpretive

result which is a priori taken as supported by the most plausible reasons and binding on

all. 
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The last  advice  I  here offer  is  of  somewhat  more  philosophical  and more  general

nature  than  the  previous  ones:  the  party  working on  an  ambiguous  peace  agreement

should view him-, or herself primarily as ens loquens, a creature marked by the ability to

use language.  This is of a critical importance because ambiguity is a language-related

problem that requires a language-related solution. The reason why one could hope to find

a  language-related  solution  to  such  language-related  problem  lies  in  the  normative

structure  of  language.  Such  structure  makes  sure  that  language  as  such  possesses  a

sufficient amount of intrinsic strength to pull one towards the language-related solution.

In other words, the more one view oneself as a language-using ‘animal,’ which is aware

of the normative structure of language, the higher likelihood that one will be able to retain

the trust  in  language even in the situation  when language seems to generate  puzzles,

problems, disagreements and conflicts. 

Two less philosophical parts of this advice are as follows: 1. The parties working on

ambiguous peace agreement should find a considerable amount of inspiration in those

individuals whose work is, on the one hand, performed fully in the medium of language

and, on the other, marked by both a vast amount of creativity and a focus on a long-term

achievement.  The work of  the interpreter  of ambiguous  peace  agreement  stands quite

close to, and should unashamedly emulate, the work of a literary-, or an art-critic, of a

linguist  or  a  philosopher  of  language,  or  of  a  theorist  of  ethics,  or  a  theorist  and

practitioner  of  constitutional  hermeneutics.  2.  The  parties  to  an  ambiguous  peace

agreement  should  refrain  from  taking  a  unilateral  action  based  on  their  unilateral

interpretation of the agreement (Two prominent examples of a unilateral action based on a

unilateral interpretation I have in mind are US/UK 2003 occupation of Iraq based on their

unilateral interpretation of the UN SC Resolution 1441 (Byers 2004; Sands 2005: 184-

201), and the Israeli establishment of settlements on the territories occupied in the course

of the 1967 war, under the Israeli interpretation of the UN SC Resolution 242). This is so

for  the  following  three  reasons  that  are  interrelated:  a)  As  further  talk,  a  search  for

additional reasons, is the only prudent response to an ambiguous agreement, one that can

be unreservedly taken only by a creature defining itself essentially as a language-using

creature,  this also suggests that acting,  especially one based on insufficiently explored

reasons, is not a prudent response; b) In the situation of ambiguity, we do not know which

interpretation is the most superior one; hence, until we get through a further exploration to

know that, all unilateral actions are equally illegitimate, or insufficiently legitimate to the

same degree, and they therefore cancel each other out; c) Taking a unilateral action based
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on unilateral interpretation is also a self-defeating strategy in the following sense. If you

take an action, based on your unilateral interpretation of an ambiguous peace which is

opposed to the interpretation by your partner, then you are likely to reduce your chances

of coming to a future agreement with the partner, or with some third parties, an agreement

that  will  deal  with  a  sensitive  issue  and,  therefore,  most  probably  contain  some

ambiguous provisions.  In other words,  following your  unilateral  action based on your

unilateral interpretation, your partners as well as the witnesses to the process are likely to

lose their trust in you; and, it goes without saying that, in the future, they themselves will

be emphatically ready and willing to take a unilateral action based on their own unilateral

interpretation of an ambiguous peace. Is this something one should really want?     

Conclusion 

The most important result of the analysis proposed here is that it enables us to grasp

the exact sense in which one can defend the claim that ambiguous peace agreements may

be put to a constructive and positive use, and that such agreements contain a conflict-

transforming and a conflict-rationalizing potential. Hence, peace makers in general, and

diplomats in particular, are well advised to rely on the device of ambiguity as often as

they can, and not hesitate to build it into a peace proposal or a peace deal. The analysis

offered here supplies them with an argument in support of the claim that their strategy is

not a bad thing at all. 

However, the analysis offered here is not intended to chart an Ideal, especially not a

distant  Ideal.  Of course,  there  have been cases of  successful  resolution  of the peace-

making ambiguity in the past. In the light of such cases, one should not argue that the

analysis proposed here is either too idealistic or impracticable. More importantly, the past

cases of a successful resolution of the peace-making ambiguity add further support to the

theory here outlined.  For instance, in December 1998 the parties to the ‘Good Friday’

Agreement have managed to resolve some ambiguities in provisions 8 and 9 of Strand

Two and provision 14 of Strand One of the Agreement. Their logic seems to have been

one of ‘tit for tat’: ‘nationalists’ gave up their interpretation of the Strand Two provisions,

whilst ‘unionists’ gave up their interpretation of the Strand One provision (As reported by

William Graham, ‘Assembly deal breakthrough’, in the Irish News from 18 December

1998). In other words, the logic applied seems to have been the logic of ‘let them prevail
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in what is more important for them; let us prevail in what is more important for us.’ The

view of ambiguous peace agreements proposed here does not exclude the possibility of

such a resolution of ambiguity;  actually,  it  calls  for such a possibility  amongst  many

others. 

The  important  thing  to  point  out  here  is  that  the  two  parties  to  the  Good Friday

Agreement have formed a shared fund of beliefs; these beliefs are not very general, nor

theoretical,  but  still  some  such  shared  beliefs  are  a  necessary  precondition  of  the

resolution  of  ambiguity.  My  theory  of  diplomatic  ambiguity,  however,  insists  that,

without a larger fund of shared beliefs that include also some more sophisticated and

more  general  beliefs,  the  parties  will  soon  face  more  problematic  and  perhaps  more

threatening  forms  of  interpretive  disagreement  and  ambiguity.  Thus,  as  to  the  Good

Friday Agreement,  ambiguous  section  7  of  the  Agreement,  dealing  with  the  issue  of

decommissioning of arms, for a long time remained a stumbling block for both inter-party

relations and the peace process in Northern Ireland (FitzGerald 1999). A huge progress,

under section 7, was made thanks to the fact that one of the parties changed its key beliefs

and made them congruent with the beliefs held by the other party. 9/11 attacks that placed

on everyone the requirement to take an unambiguous attitude to terrorism, thus making it

impossible for Sinn Fein to make further delays in arms-decommissioning, are probably

the main cause of such a change in crucial beliefs that brought about a resolution of the

interpretive conflict over the exact meaning of section 7. However, let us note that now

one of the ‘Good Friday’ ambiguities was resolved thanks to the sharing of more general

beliefs, not by a specific compromise or ‘tit for tat’ logic. This does not imply that I am

against compromise. The strategy of compromise is fully compatible with the view of

diplomatic ambiguity advanced in this essay. 

One last point needs to be emphasized. Ambiguous peace agreements imply that we

need  to  view  peace,  and  peaceful  relations,  as  a  process.  That  is  why  a  ‘conflict

transformation’  perspective  (Galtung  1996:  89-126),  in  which  peace  comes  about

gradually and through a great many reversible steps, is superior to a ‘conflict resolution’

perspective in which a total  peace simply replaces  a total  war.  Within  the process of

moving  from  war  to  peace,  ambiguous  peace  agreement  represents  one  of  the  key

junctures. It is a juncture at which the state of peace can be annulled and reversed back to

the state of war, or at which the former can be upgraded and gradually transformed into

an unambiguous peace, a stable state of mind-meeting. That is why I believe that, if by

‘the second best world’ we mean ‘the world which is not perfectly perfect, or which is
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somewhat  imperfect,  but  still  tolerable’  (for  the  ‘second  best  world’  perspective,

Hutchings 1999: 121-3, 182-4), ambiguous peace agreements are not, and cannot be, a

part of such a world. Though one could claim that theoretical, or hermeneutical, conflicts

are better than armed conflicts, or that ambiguous peace is better than unambiguous war,

I,  as  the  principle  of  bivalence  advises  me,  find  the  conflicts  between  incompatible

theories  intolerable.  Besides,  if  we  do  not  manage  to  resolve  the  conflicts  between

incompatible  interpretations,  meanings,  beliefs,  and theories,  an ambiguous peace will

sooner or later give rise to another war. Therefore, a constructive use and transformation

of ambiguous peace agreement, and a clear view of what such use and transformation

exactly  involve,  may  be  one  of  the  decisive  chapters  of  both  theory  and  history  of

conflict. 
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